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Weekly Highlights 

 

 DXY surges to multi-year highs 

 FOMC to accelerate the pace of rate hikes 

  

 New 20yr high for USD/JPY as BoJ underscores policy on hold 

 Golden week holiday to leave liquidity thin, investors on edge 

 

 EUR/USD and GBP/USD take out major levels amid slide 

 BoE to hike, with 3-way split likely. All eyes on long-run CPI forecast 

 

 Chinese politburo meeting called for policy support   

 USD/CNH edges off 18-month high just below 6.70 

 

 Indonesia’s palm oil export ban will add to global inflation woes 

 RBA to begin hiking cycle with 15bp calibration 

 

 Sharp reversal in trend in LatAm currency markets consolidate 

 Policy tightening cycles approaching their end in Brazil and Chile  
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US – Fed to accelerate pace of rate hikes, start shrinking balance sheet  

Major Events and Data Releases 

Date Event Survey Prior 

2-May ISM M’fact (DI, Apr) 57.8 57.1 

3-May JOLTs openings (k, Mar) -- 11,266 

 Vehicle sales (mn saar, Apr) 13.80 13.33 

4-May ADP employment (k, Apr) 395 455 

 ISM Services (DI, Apr) 58.6 58.3 

 FOMC meeting (%, mid) 0.875 0.375 

5-May Jobless claims (k) 180 180 

6-May Non-farm payrolls (k, Apr) 395 431 

 Unemployment (%, Apr) 3.5 3.6 

 Average hourly earnings (%YoY, Apr) 5.5 5.6 

 Participation (%, Apr) 62.5 62.4 

    

Source: Bloomberg 

 
Last week it was US policy expectations surging higher and this week the US 
dollar caught up, even as policy expectations stalled out somewhat. The DXY 
index pushed towards the 104 level to a 19-year high. The drive higher seemed 
to be pushed more by risk-off sentiment as US equities dropped early in the 
week, rather than policy expectations. The details of the GDP report were not 
quite as weak as the headline drop suggested and the greenback shrugged 
mainly off the report. USD was the best G10 performer by some margin even 
outperforming SEK, where the Riksbank managed a surprise interest rate hike. 
Late in the week USD came off the highs, possibly due to China’s authorities 
promising more focus on growth, thus supporting risk assets and easing haven 
demand.                
 
Outlook 
It will be a busy week with the Fed the highlight. The market is pricing a 50bp 
hike and that is what we expect. The Fed is also likely to formally get its 
programme to shrink the balance sheet underway. We expect that Powell will 
push the view that more 50bp rate hikes are in the pipeline in the press 
conference. It will be hard for Powell to be more hawkish than current market 
pricing. On the activity front the ISM reports and vehicle sales are due. The 
elevated levels of the ISM surveys indicate an economy that still has plenty of 
momentum. There will be a slew of labour market data as well with JOLTs, ADP, 
payrolls and weekly jobless claims all due. The reports are in general likely to 
support Chair Powell’s assertion that the labour market is very robust. The 
unemployment rate should edge lower, reaching the pre-pandemic low. Payrolls 
should add another decent slug of jobs, taking the jobs lost since the pandemic 
close to the 1mn level, down from 21mn jobs lost in April 2020. Average earnings 
will be in focus too. These have been hit by compositional effects during Covid 
but this impact should fade going forward. Wage growth remains well above 
pre-Covid levels. Earnings season still has plenty of room to run with around 
40% of the S&P still to report.   
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Japan – USD/JPY screams higher in wake of BoJ policy hold  

Major Events and Data releases 

Date Event Survey Prior 

2-May PMI M’fact, final (DI, Apr) 53.4 53.4 (p) 

 Vehicle sales (%YoY, Apr)  -14.8 

 Consumer confidence (DI, Apr) 34.9 32.8 

6-May Tokyo CPI (%YoY, Apr) 2.3 1.3 

 Tokyo Ex ff&e CPI (%YoY, Apr) 0.6 -0.4 

 Monetary base (%YoY, Apr)  7.9 

    

Source: Bloomberg 
 

At its meeting this week, the BoJ underscored it determination to defend the 
upper bound of the 0.0% +/-25bp target for 10yr JGBs at its policy meeting 
this week and in doing do made it clear that it will not join its G10 counterparts 
in the scrabble to tighten policy. This determination was driven by BoJ’s 
forecasts which saw inflation jumping towards target in the short term but 
falling back towards the 1.0% level for FY23 and FY24. Kuroda was clear – 
inflation in Japan is still well below target and there is no requirement to 
change policy. USD/JPY jumped from 128.50 to just above 131.0 in the wake 
of the meeting.  

In the press conference Kuroda said the clarity on the fixed-rate operations 
would end the irrational speculation on positions challenging the 0.25% yield 
curve control target. It does look like investors will have to wait for a new BoJ 
Governor to take the helm next spring before there is any prospect of a 
change of policy. The BoJ’s CPI forecasts imply that even under a new 
Governor, achieving the inflation target will be hard and thus any policy 
tightening will be slow to materialise.       

Outlook 
It will be a quiet week, with markets closed Tuesday, Wednesday and 
Thursday for the Golden Week holiday. FX markets tend to be thin and moves 
can be exaggerated during yen holidays and with MoF officials commenting 
on “extremely” worrying FX moves as USD/JPY pushed above 131, investors 
will be on intervention watch     
 
Despite the number of data releases being limited, they are not without 
interest, especially the Tokyo CPI for April. The long expected “inflation surge” 
will finally materialise as the mobile phone charge cuts fall out of the YoY 
equation. Tokyo headline CPI will likely jump above 2.0%YoY for only the 
second time this century and for the first time since the 2014 consumption tax 
hike. The impact of the recent surge in energy prices should be on display too, 
with ex fresh food and energy CPI rising to just 0.6%YoY. Core inflation in 
Japan is still below target, as Kuroda noted in his post-meeting press 
conference.          
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Europe – EUR/USD and GBP/USD take out major levels amid USD surge     

Major Events and Data Releases 

Date Event Survey Prior 

2-May EZ – Commission confidence (DI, Apr) 108.0 108.5 

3-May EZ – PPI (%YoY, Apr)  31.4 

 EZ – Unemployment (%) 6.7 6.8 

4-May EZ – PMI composite, final (DI, Apr) 55.8 55.8 (p) 

 EZ – Retail sales (%MoM, Mar) 0.1 0.3 

 UK – M4 ex OIFCs (%3m saar,Mar) -- 2.4 

5-May GE – Factory Orders (%MoM, Mar) -0.5 -2.2 

 UK – New car registrations (%YoY, Apr) -- -14.3 

 UK – BoE meeting (%) 1.00 0.75 

6-May UK – PMI composite, final (DI, Apr) 58.6 59.1 (p) 

    

 Source: Bloomberg 
 

EUR received very little support from Macron’s larger-than-expected victory in 
the French presidential election, party as it become increasingly likely during 
the week ahead of the election and also because the upcoming early June 
legislative elections remain a hurdle for Macron. FX markets continued where 
they left off last Friday with the US dollar on the up. News that Russia would 
halt gas supplies to Poland and Bulgaria sparked volatility in gas prices and 
weighed further on EUR and GBP. ECB rhetoric has remained hawkish and 
short-dated Bund yields rose about the same as short-dated UST yields on 
the week but didn’t provide much support. 2yr Gilt yields rose less than 2yr 
Bunds or UST yields. EUR/USD took out the 1.05 level on Thursday and 
GBP/USD dropped towards the 1.24 level. Both currencies were down over 
2% on the week, despite a small bounce on Friday.      
 
Outlook 
The BoE meeting is the main event in Europe this coming week. The MPC is 
likely to raise the policy rate by 25bp. This will be the 4th consecutive hike. A 
3-way split is possible with some votes for no change and some for 50bp. The 
BoE will also release new forecasts. CPI has clearly surprised on the upside 
since the BoE’s February forecast run and may push above 9% at the next 
release. The BoE’s CPI forecast for 2022 will likely move sharply higher. On 
the other hand the longer-term CPI forecasts will likely push lower. Whilst the 
small drop in the trade-weighted GBP since February will push the CPI higher, 
the higher yield curve will push alot further in the opposite direction. The 
upshot is likely to be that the BoE sees current market pricing as even more 
aggressive than it did in February. The Bank is clearly expecting the “Cost of 
Living” crisis to do a lot of the heavy lifting in terms of slowing growth and 
bringing inflation back to target. The BoE seem much more wary of causing a 
recession that other G10 central banks facing similarly elevated inflation 
pressures. The BoE will likely also provide some details on its Gilt sales as 
the policy rates reaches 1.0% - the rate at which active QT will be considered. 
Beyond the BoE meeting there are a number of second tier data releases. 
Norges Bank also meets and markets expect policy to be left hold. OPEC+ 
are due to meet too.  
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China – Politburo meeting called for policy support   

Major Events and Data Releases 

Date Event Survey Prior 

30 Apr Manufacturing PMI (DI, Apr) 47.3 49.5 

 Non-manufacturing PMI (DI, Apr) 46.0 48.4 

5 May Caixin China PMI Mfg. (DI, Apr) 47.0 48.1 

 Caixin China PMI Services. (DI, Apr) 41.0 42.0 

    

Source: Bloomberg 
 

Over the week, CNH spot remained under pressure but posed an intra-day 
reversal on Friday. The spillover of USD strength and concern over lockdowns 
in China pushed CNH to an 18-m low at 6.6939. The on-offshore gap in the 
RMB widening to +400 pips reflected more bearish RMB sentiment in the 
offshore market. Thin CNY liquidity conditions during the Shanghai lockdown 
might amplify the RMB bearish spillover from the offshore to the onshore 
market. The PBoC attempted to stabilize the RMB market by cutting the 
Required Reserves Ratio (RRR) for FX reserves a little to 8% from 9% but the 
impact proved short-lived. To counter downside risks for the economy, the 
Chinese government pledged to introduce more measures to promote 
consumption, infrastructure construction and employment. On Friday, the 
Politburo urged more macro policy support to achieve full-year economic and 
social development targets, raising expectations of stronger stimuli and 
relaxation of reform and other counterproductive policies. Subsequently, CNH 
and CNY spot rebounded sharply to the 6.62 and 6.59 levels, respectively. 

 
Outlook 
Recent RMB depreciation was surprising rapid but we do not look for a wave 
of further sharp RMB depreciation and capital outflow akin to 2015. At that 
time, the PBoC was struggling to make a choice to defend the RMB exchange 
rate or FX reserves. Currently the PBoC still has plenty of tools to stabilize the 
RMB market including the FX forward reserve ratio and re-launching the 
counter cyclical factor in the CNY fixing. China FX reserves also remain ample 
above $3.1trn to stabilize the FX market if necessary. Against a basket of 
currencies, the CFETS RMB basket index remained relatively high above the 
103 level. A manageable RMB depreciation should be favourable for exports 
after the lockdowns. On the policy front, the manufacturing PMI for April is 
expected to drop further towards the 47 level from prior 49.5, as the extended 
lockdown in Shanghai caused severe disruptions in production and logistics. 
The non-manufacturing PMI will likely take a hit as consumption was 
suppressed amid tight social restrictions.  
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EM Asia – Indonesia adds to inflation woes. RBA to start hiking with 15bp move 

Major Events and Data Releases 

Date Event Survey Prior 

2-May India PMI Mfg (Apr) -- 54.0 

3-May Australia RBA Cash Rate Target 0.25 0.1 

  Korea CPI (%YoY, Apr) 4.4 4.1 

4-May Singapore PMI (DI, Apr) -- 50.1 

  Australia Retail Sales MoM (Mar) 0.7 1.8 

5-May S’pore Retail Sales Ex Auto (%YoY, Mar) -- 1.8 

  Australia Trade Balance (A$m, Mar) 7800 7457 

  India PMI Services (DI, Apr) -- 53.6 

  Thailand CPI (%YoY, Apr) 4.7 5.7 

  Philippines CPI (%YoY, Apr) 4.5 4.0 

6-May Philippines Trade Balance ($m, Mar) -4106 -3529 

 Philippines Unemployment (%, Mar) -- 6.4 

    

Source: Bloomberg 
 

Ahead of the FOMC meeting, the market focus remained on the 
Ukraine-Russia conflict and its impact on commodity markets. Soaring 
cooking oil prices and domestic supply shortages pushed the government of 
Indonesia to ban palm oil exports, effective 28 April, adding to global inflation 
woes. The directive, marred by uncertainty and flip flopping, turned out to be a 
blanket ban on all palm oil products including Crude Palm Oil (CPO). The 
impact on the external balance will be significant as palm oil is Indonesia’s 
single biggest item of export and will also subject the currency IDR to bouts of 
sell-offs. More worryingly, there is little to suggest that the ban will solve the 
more fundamental supply-demand mismatch. 
   
Outlook 
Signs of easing price pressures are few and far between in the region. In fact, 
the April CPI print for the Philippines, which we expect will jump above 4%, 
may validate the BSP Governor’s recent statements of considerations of a 
June hike after stating previously that hikes would be considered only in H2. 
In contrast, Thailand’s high CPI estimates may not move the needle for BoT 
just yet, as supply-side pressures have shown limited signs of pulling 
demand-side inflation higher too.  
 
With Q1 CPI turning out more intense in amplitude (headline inflation 
overshoot) and breadth (trimmed mean pick-up) alongside signs of emphatic 
wage inflation pick-up, the RBA looks set for lift-off in May. A substantial drop 
in AUD (from above 0.76 to below mid-0.71) since the last meeting further 
reinforces the case for front-loading. But equally, this is not a catalyst for 
brutal amplification of tightening either given the unevenness of the recovery 
and burden of higher debt. May looks set for a calibrated 15bp hike to 0.25%, 
building up gradually to spaced and measured 90bp of cumulative hikes for 
2022. AUD may regain some traction, but with Fed-RBA divergence 
entrenched, do not expect a stellar AUD breakout.  
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Latin America – Sharp reversal in trend in FX markets consolidates 

Major Events and Data Releases 

Date Event Survey Prior 

2-May Brazil Economic Activity Index (%MoM, Feb) 0.4 -0.99 

 Chile Economic Activity Index (%MoM, Mar) -- -0.7 

 Peru CPI (%YoY, Apr) -- 6.82 

3-May Brazil Industrial Production (%MoM, Mar) -- 0.7 

 Colombia Monetary Policy Minutes -- -- 

4-May Brazil Selic Rate (%) 12.75 11.75 

5-May Argentina Industrial Production (%YoY, Mar) -- 8.7 

 Chile Overnight Rate Target (%) -- 7.0 

 Colombia CPI (%YoY, Apr) 8.83 8.53 

6-May Chile CPI (%YoY, Apr) -- 9.4 

    

Source: Bloomberg 
 

Concerns over global economic growth persisted this past week, keeping 
Latin American currencies on a downward trend against the US dollar and 
consolidating a sharp reversal in trend. Indeed, the Brazilian real has lost 
more than 6% of its value from its recent peak on 20 April. Elsewhere, the 
Chilean peso and the Colombian peso were on track to post monthly losses 
above 8% and 5% respectively. We see Latin American currencies vulnerable 
to a tightening of global financial conditions. The war in Ukraine poses 
significant risks to financial markets and the Fed is expected to embark on an 
aggressive tightening cycle to curb inflation, which could trigger capital 
outflows from EM economies. It looks like the global portfolio rebalancing that 
benefited LatAm currencies in the last months is over.  

Outlook 
The monetary policy decisions in Brazil and Chile are the highlights of the 
week ahead. While it is pretty much a done deal that the Brazilian central 
bank will raise interest rates by 100bp to 12.75%, as was signalled at the last 
meeting, there is a lot of uncertainty surrounding the next steps. After 
signalling that the tightening cycle was approaching its end, inflation data 
surprised strongly to the upside in March. Thus, policymakers will meet under 
pressure to shift gears again and extend the hiking cycle. We believe the 
statement will provide some room for manoeuvre to cope with the extra layer 
of uncertainty brought on by the war in Ukraine and the recent lockdowns in 
China, pointing out that further rate hikes are possible but only if upcoming 
inflation prints surprise to the upside. Monetary policy is already very tight, 
which is likely to tilt policymakers to wait for its lagged effects on inflation. The 
situation is similar in Chile. The central bank has been front-loading rate hikes 
since last year, but yet consumer prices rose a whopping 9.4%YoY in March, 
jumping from 7.8% in February and exceeding by a large margin the market 
consensus for an 8.7% print. We expect policymakers to take monetary policy 
further into restrictive territory, hiking interest rates by 100bp to 8.00% next 
week. That compares with an estimated nominal neutral interest rate of 3.50%, 
which raises the bar for further rate hikes. 
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